BCK-algebras is not a {. ,o|-variety [8] and that there exist BCK-algebras A for which Id(A) and Con(A) are not isomorphic £5, Remark 9] .
Throughout this paper, R shall denote the classical linearly ordered group of real numbers and CJ the set of all non-negative integers. 0 shall denote both the real zero and the zero element of a BCK-algebra. If S and T are sets then for each i e T, Jr. shall denote T 1 the i-th projection map S -S.
We assume a familiarity with the theory of uniform spaces. In this regard, our terminology accords with that of [4-] . If (S,U) is a uniform space and U, Ve U , we define UoV . j(x ,y)e SxS: there exists zeS such that (x,z)€U and (z,y)evj;
1U -U; (n+l)U -(nU) ° U (0<n€co).
Recall that every uniformity has a "symmetric base", i.e. , a base consisting of sets TJ where U -U" 1 -j(x,y)e SxS: (y, Where products of uniform spaces arise, it will be assumed that they are endowed with the product uniformity (see pp. 180-184]).
In particular, if (S,d) is a pseudo-metric space and 0<m 6co , then S m will be considered to have been endowed with the so-called "max-"
pseudo -metric, also denoted by d, i.e.
dlx.y) -max{d(x(i),y(i)):ls=iim} (x,y)feS m ).
The following notational convention will be adopted: Let (S,U) be a uniform space with D 6 11 . If 0< m e go and f is an m-ary operation on S, we define f _1 (D) -{tx,y)6 S m YS m :ifCx),f(y)) £d).
Let t •» (F; ar) be a "type" of algebras, i.e. F is a set of operation symbols and ar: F--o> is the arity function. We define F + -{ f 6 F: arCf) > 0}
(i.e., F is the set of all non-constant operation symbols in F).
A structure J. -(A; F; U) is called a uniform algebra (resp. a complete uniform algebra; a Hausdorff uniform algebra) of type t if:
(i) (A;F) is a universal algebra of type t,
(ii) (A;1L) is a uniform space (resp. a complete uniform space; a Hausdorff uniform space) and ar (f) (iii) for each feF, the mapping f^ : A -»-A is uniformly continuous in U. (In the absence of any possible confusion we shall denote f^ by f) .
In particular, if U is the (pseudo-) metric uniformity induced by a (pseudo-) metric d on A £uid (A; F; Ii.) is a uniform algebra of type t then (A; F; Ii) will be called a (pseudo-) metric algebra of type t. Such algebras and their completions were studied in [6] .n 1. In this paper, we consider uniform algebras and their completions. While the results are quite general, they arose out of a consideration of uniformities on BCK-algebras: a uniform BCK-algebra (A; . , 0,11) will be called a strongly uniform BCK-algebra if it satisfies the following condition: for any Cauchy nets (x_; and -449 -(y^; 3-6 r) m A such that the nets (x^-yj.; 3*6 P) and (y^x?; ^eT) each converge to 0, the net ((xj-,yj-); feT) in A* A is eventually in every element of 11 . Note that such an algebra also satisfies (xy,0), (yx,0)enil => Cx,y)enu for all x,yeA. We cite some examples.
1.1. A structure (At 0; n) is called a pseudo-normed BCK-algebra if (A; . , 0) is a BCK-algebra and n is a pseudo-norm on A, that is, a real valued function on A satisfying n(0) = 0 and n(x) ^ gn(xy) + n(y) for all x,yeA. We call n a norm (and (A; 0; n) a normed BCK-algebra) if in addition, x =» 0 whenever n(x) -0.
(Pseudo-) normed BCK-algebras were introduced and studied in [6] : in particular if A is interpreted as an algebra of sets and • as the operation of set difference then a pseudo-norm on A has some of the properties of a measure; on the other hand if A is an implicational calculus and xy denotes the propositional formula y-x then pseudo-norms on A may be interpreted as "falsity-valuations". A (pseudo-) norm n on a BCK-algebra A defines a (pseudo-) metric d^ on A: we set d (x,y) = n(xy) + n(yx), x,ye A. In [6, Lemma 2] it was proved that n 2 the BCK-operation • : A --A is a uniformly continuous mapping, so (A; . , 0; d^) is a (pseudo-) metric BCK-algebra. The set <0 -j{(x,y) 6 AxA : dn(x,y) < c} : 0< e 6 r| is a symmetric base for the (pseudo-) metric uniformity 11 on A induced by Now if (x^; y e P ), (yj-; jreT) are Cauchy nets in A and the nets (xj-y^.; 3* fc f* ) converge to 0 then for 0 < t £ R , and suffi- (ii) Let (A; . , 0) be a BCK-algebra and 06 a non-empty subset of 3. which is closed under finite intersections. Then «6 is a base A for a uniformity It on A and (A; . , 0, It) is a strongly uniform BCK-algebra. We shall also consider the following full subcategories of UA:
HA, whose objects are the Hausdorff uniform algebras of type t;
CA, whose objects are the complete uniform algebras of type t;
CHA, whose objects are the complete Hausdorff uniform algebras of type t. Thus * is an HA-reflection.
• Note that in case ^ is a pseudo-metric algebra, Jt* is the metric identification of Jt and the above result specializes to [6, Lemma 3j .
The following result is an algebraic variant of the "Metrization Lemma".
3_. Lemma. Let Ji-(A; F; U) be a uniform algebra of type t. Let (D^; necj) be a sequence of elements of U such that : In summary: a uniform (resp. Hausdorff uniform) BCK-algebra whose uniformity is induced by a set of ideals is isomorphic to a uniform subalgebra of a product of pseudo-normed (resp. normed) BCK-algebras.
At the same time the purely topological counterpart of Theorem 5 [4, Theorem 6.16, p. 188] plays a key role in the construction of completions of uniform spaces. Indeed, if (A; 11) is a uniform space embedded in a product of (pseudo-) metric spaces (A^;d^) then the closure of (A; "U) in a product of (pseudo-) metric completions of the (A^jdJ is a uniform completion of (A; U) E4, pp. [196] [197] . Naturally we would like to be able to embed Hausdorff uniform algebras (A; F; U) into complete Hausdorff uniform algebras in a similar manner without imposing restrictions on the cardinality of F + , but Theorem 5 will not lead to such a general result. Fortunately we may still obtain a general embedding theorem if we first consider a (purely topological) completion (A; U) of the underlying uniform space (A; U) and extend each operation f to a uniformly continuous operation on A. A -B then B is called a dense subset of (A, U ) .
6.
Lemma Proof. Let x,ye B with xy -0 « yx. Choose nets (xa; «6^) and (y^ ; ft 6 P^) in B, converging to x and y respectively. Let
Ca'»y3') iff a < a' and #</>'. Define *a /} a x a' y« /} " y>3 Ca € Tj , ^ e r^). Then the nets Cxy; y e D and (y^; 3*e r) converge to x and y respectively, and by the proof of Lemma 6, the nets (x^y^; peT) and (yj-x^; ¡feT) each converge to 0.
Since 3 is strongly uniform, the net C(xj.,yy); yef) is eventually in every element of Kg Chence in every element of U g). For D € U choose Ee Ug such that 3EcD, and y'eT such that for y'c ^e T, tx,xy), Cxr,yy), Cyr,y)eE.
Then (x,y) e 3EC D, and so (x,y) 6 HUg -idg, i.e. , x -y.
•
We omit a routine proof of the following lemma. Proof. U) The class of all BCK-algebras is closed under direct products, subalgebras and isomorphic images, so the first assertion follows from Theorem 10(ii). The second assertion follows from Lemma 12.
(ii) Let (Xj-; g-e T) and (Y y ; j-e T) be Cauchy nets in ¿f* such that CXyYj-; r) and (Yj-Xy; j-eT) each converge to in U*.
Choose Xy 6 Xj-and yj-6 Yy for each 3*6 T. Then (x^y^-; j-eT) and and it follows that-(*n? neco) is Cauchy. Suppose ( x n? new) converges to some yep (co). For any m eco and for a sufficiently large integer k>m, we must have x, \ y e I(m), whence m€y. Thus y must beco.
But for each meu, the set u \x^, being infinite, cannot be an element of any Un). Thus (x ; neco) does not converge toco, and hence n does not converge.
